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SPRING MISCELLANY

(SEE ITEM 10: Glen Baxter THE HANDY GUIDE TO AMAZING PEOPLE)

TRAVELS IN ENGLAND & WALES, Compiled From the Most
Authentic and Recent Authorities. Dublin: R. Napper, 1825. First
1.

Edition. Duodecimo (3-5/8" x 5-5/8") in contemporary calf-backed marbled
boards; 180 pages. Illustrated with 3 full-page and a few text engravings.
Armorial bookplate of James McCall on front pastedown; contents clean;
spine worn with some loss, still tight. Very Good. (#020905)
SOLD

2.
ADAMS, Charles Francis. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED (ALS). Quincy
[MA], 1 October 1874. Three-page letter on both sides of a 10" x 8" sheet
to author/editor George W. Curtis about a lecture series organized by a
man named Carpenter. Adams says he has an aversion "to all the system of
lecturing which had been carried on so systematically of later years....
It would be a great inconvenience to me to break off from the prosecution
of my present undertaking, which will be likely to absorb all my remaining
days of usefulness.... He mentioned your name, that of Dr. Woolsey and Mr.
Schurz as within the perview of the plan. What could I say but that if
gentlemen of that mark were ready to advance, I could not fall back?"
Curtis, editor of HARPER'S WEEKLY during the Civil War years and one of
the most influential American journalists of any day, was known for his
speeches, one of which was a tribute to Charles Sumner. Curtis also had
the honor of helping Thoreau build his cabin on Walden Pond. Fine letter
from one major American figure to another. Near Fine. (#020898)
$350
Charles Francis Adams Sr. (August 18, 1807 - November 21, 1886) was an
editor, writer, politician, and diplomat. He was a son of John Quincy
Adams and grandson of John Adams, about whom he wrote a major biography.
Adams served two terms in the Massachusetts State Senate before running
unsuccessfully as vice-presidential candidate for the Free Soil Party in
the election of 1848 on a ticket with former president Martin Van Buren.
During the Civil War, Adams served as the United States Minister to the
United Kingdom under Abraham Lincoln, where he played a key role in
keeping the British government neutral and not diplomatically recognizing
the Confederacy.

AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN IN NEW-YORK. THE EVANGELICAL
GUARDIAN AND REVIEW. New York: J. Eastburn & Co., 1817-1818. First
3.

Edition. Two 5-1/2" x 9-1/4" volumes in original publisher's brown paperbacked gray boards with printed paper spine labels. Contains 24 issues,
May 1817-April 1819, apparently all published of this religious
periodical. According to a statement at the end of the second volume, just
before the index, the publisher states, "It is not yet determined whether
this work shall be continued another year. The present publishers decline
carrying it on, because of the irregularity and delinquency of many of the
subscribers in making remittances of dues." Light, scattered foxing;
edgewear with paper lacking from spine. Very Good. (#020903)
$250

4.
AUDEN, W. H. PORTRAITS. Poems. (Northampton, MA): Apiary Press,
1966. First Edition. Printed brown wraps. Illustrated with wood engravings
by M[argaret] W. Brower. Copy #15 of only 20 printed. Poems by Auden about
E. M. Forster, Matthew Arnold, Herman Melville, and Edward Lear. Near
Fine. (#020807)
$300

5.
AUSTER, Paul. FRAGMENTS FROM COLD. (Brewster, NY): Parenthese,
(1977). First Edition. Wraps in pictorial dustwrapper. Illustrated with
drawings by Norman Bluhm. One of 750 copies. Laid in is an unusual piece
of Auster ephemera, a four-page pamphlet from Galerie Lelong presenting a
reading by Auster on 4 May 1990 and printing 2 poems from DISAPPEARANCES.
A few minor spots of foxing to the title page and a bit moreso to the
dustwrapper. Near Fine in a Near Fine dustwrapper. (#020894)
SOLD

6.
BAXTER, Glen. DRAWINGS. (New York): (Adventures in Poetry),
(1974). First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled pictorial wraps with
title page and 32 pages of captioned illustrations printed on rectos only.
Cover title is CRANIREONS OF BOTYA. Close to Fine. (#020917)
$60

7.
BAXTER, Glen. DRAWINGS. (New York): (Adventures in Poetry),
(1974). First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled pictorial wraps with
title page and 32 pages of captioned illustrations printed on rectos with
versos blank. Cover title is CRANIREONS OF BOTYA. An early Baxter title.
SIGNED on the title page by the author/artist. Acquired directly from the
Gotham Book Mart inventory after the store closed. Fine. (#020918)
$125

8.
BAXTER, Glen. FRUITS OF THE WORLD IN DANGER. (NY): Gotham Book
Mart, (1974). First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled pictorial wraps
with title page and 6 pages of captioned illustrations printed on rectos
only. Early Baxter title based on exhibitions of his drawings at the
Gotham Book Mart. SIGNED on the title page by Baxter. Acquired directly
from the Gotham Book Mart inventory. Fine. (#020913)
$85

9.
BAXTER, Glen. FRUITS OF THE WORLD IN DANGER. (NY): Gotham Book
Mart, (1974). First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled pictorial wraps
with title page and 6 pages of captioned illustrations printed on rectos
with versos blank. Fine. (#020914)
$50

10.
BAXTER, Glen. THE HANDY GUIDE TO AMAZING PEOPLE. (New York):
Gotham Book Mart, (1974). First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled
pictorial wraps with title page and 12 pages of captioned illustrations
printed on rectos with versos blank. An early Baxter title based on
exhibitions of his pen and ink drawings at the Gotham Book Mart. SIGNED on
the title page by Baxter. Acquired directly from the Gotham Book Mart
inventory after the store closed. Fine. (#020915)
$100
11.
BAXTER, Glen. THE HANDY GUIDE TO AMAZING PEOPLE. (New York):
Gotham Book Mart, (1974). First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled
pictorial wraps with title page and 12 pages of captioned illustrations
printed on recto with versos blank. Fine. (#020916)
$60

12.
BAXTER, Glen. THE IMPENDING GLEAM. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
(1981). First Edition. Uncorrected Proof in pictorial white wraps (7-1/2"
x 10"). SIGNED on the title page by Baxter. Acquired directly from the
Gotham inventory. Light soiling to covers. Near Fine. (#020919)
$75

13.
BAXTER, Glen. JUILLARD. Issue #8. (Leeds), 1970-71. First
Edition. Quarto (8-1/4" x 11-3/4") stapled pictorial wraps with cover
drawing by Glen Baxter. Edited by Trevor Winkfield. SIGNED by his printed
name on the first page by Baxter who contributes a prose piece and several
drawings, preceding his first book. Other contributors include Laura
Riding, George Trakl, and Alfred Jarry. Acquired directly from the Gotham
Book Mart inventory after the store closed. Near Fine. (#020923)
SOLD

14.
BAXTER, Glen. THE KHAKI. (NY): Adventures in Poetry, (1973).
First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") stapled pictorial wraps with text and
drawings by Baxter and SIGNED on the title page by him. Acquired directly
from the Gotham Book Mart. Minor soiling. Near Fine. (#020922)
$100

BAXTER, Glen; GINSBURG, Allen, et. al. ROCKY LEDGE. Issue
#1. Nederland, CO: Rocky Ledge, 1979. First Edition. Quarto (8-1/2" x 11")
15.

stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Glen Baxter. Edited by Anne
Waldman and Reed Bye with a poem by Allen Ginsburg and works by others.
SIGNED on the first page by Baxter. Acquired directly from the Gotham Book
Mart inventory after the store closed. Fine. (#020921)
$75

BEERS, Andrew. LONGWORTH'S AMERICAN ALMANAC, NEW YORK
REGISTER AND CITY DIRECTORY For the Fortieth Year of American
Independence. New York: David Longworth, 6 July 1815. First Edition.
16.

Duodecimo (4-1/4" x 7") in original calf-backed boards, the rear board
printed; 458 pages. Illustrated with a full-page engraving of P. M.
Stollenwerk's Mechanical Panorama and a small zodiac text engraving.
Contains a wealth of information about New York City at the time including
a list of all residents. Several owner names and annotations on endpapers
and front cover. Very Good. (#020889)
$500

17.
BISHOP, Elizabeth. NORTH & SOUTH. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1946. First Edition. Bishop's first book, of which only 1000
copies were printed. Winner of the Houghton Mifflin Poetry Award. Owner
name of Marjorie Bailey neatly penned on the front endpaper, quite likely
belonging to the noted professor of English and Dramatic Arts and
Literature at Stanford University whose students included John Steinbeck
and who is considered a great influence in Steinbeck's formative years.
Close to Fine in a Very Good dustwrapper with minor edgewear, a small chip
on the front panel near the spine and a larger chip at the rear lower
corner with a closed tear extending a few inches. (#020902)
$1,000

BURROUGHS, John [Walt WHITMAN]. MANUSCRIPTS and LETTERS in
5 Volumes from his Collected Works. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and
18.

Company, 1895-1913. First Edition. Green cloth decorated and lettered in
gilt. Several odd volumes from the Riverside Edition of THE WRITINGS OF
JOHN BURROUGHS, limited to 1000 copies. Each volume has tipped or laid in
MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL or LETTERS. Volume I contains a TYPED LETTER SIGNED by
the publisher to Charles N. Elliot dated 1896 describing the publication
of the set. This volume is SIGNED by Elliot on the title page. Volume III
has tipped in a brief handwritten MANUSCRIPT ink segment by Burroughs of
about 50 words that begins "Yet I am aware that Whitman does not mind
discord...." It is tipped in at the beginning of his chapter on Whitman
titled "The Flight of the Eagle." Laid in loosely in Volume VII is a
handwritten MANUSCRIPT ink page on the voice of the critic. Tipped in to
Volume XV is a 1912 TYPED LETTER SIGNED by Burroughs to Elliot thanking
him for his birthday wishes that found him "in good health and enjoying
life as much as ever," and also thanking him for photographs of Maurice
Bucke who became one of Whitman's most devoted friends and supporters in
the poet's later years. Volume XVII has a 3-1/2 page AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT
SIGNED in pencil by Burroughs tipped in where the text occurs in the essay
"The Hit-And-Miss Method of Nature" in the book THE SUMMIT OF THE YEARS.
In addition to the material by Burroughs, Elliot has made several small
bibliographical notes in the volumes. Three additional volumes from this
set included making a total of 8 volumes. Two volumes have dampstaining,
especially heavy to Vol. XVII, but the manuscript material is largely
unaffected. Rubbing and sunning to the volumes. Manuscript material Very
Good or better; the volumes Good to Very Good. (#020891)
$1,000
Charles N. Elliot was an important collector of Walt Whitman materials.
His correspondence is held by the Library of Congress.

19.
CARVER, Raymond. FIRES. ESSAYS POEMS STORIES. Santa Barbara:
Capra Press, 1983. First Edition. Copy #179 of 250 in red boards SIGNED by
Carver of this superb collection containing the title essay as well as his
essay "On Writing," along with 50 poems and 7 stories, including "So Much
Water So Close to Home," which figured prominently in Robert Altman's film
SHORT CUTS. Additionally this copy is INSCRIBED and SIGNED by Carver "For
John Koontz/with good wishes/and regards/Ray Carver/October 24, 1984."
Koontz was co-publisher with Bert Babcock of small press publications by
modern authors including Carver's MY FATHER'S LIFE. Koontz also wrote a
review of REMEMBERING RAY (1993) that was published in WESTERN AMERICAN
LITERATURE, Vol. 29, No. 2 (Summer 1994), page 179. An uncommon book to
find inscribed. Fine in original glassine. (#020928)
$600

20.
CARVER, Raymond. VITAMINS. n.p. [New York]: Granta, n.d. [1984].
First Edition. An offprint in stapled wraps with a specially printed title
page of this short story that first appeared in GRANTA Magazine in 1984
narrated by a man whose wife begins a home business selling vitamins.
There were reportedly only 25 copies of this offprint produced. This copy
is SIGNED by the author on the title page. Fine and one of the scarcest of
Carver's "A" items. (#020817)
$1,500

21.
CUMMINGS, E. E. I: SIX NONLECTURES. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1953. First Edition. Copy #125 of 350 of these lectures
containing much poetry SIGNED by the poet on the limitation page. 1957
owner name on front endpaper. Near Fine in a Very Good dustwrapper with
chipping at the spine tips and some edgewear. (#020882)
SOLD

D., H. [Hilda DOOLITTLE]. THE CHORUSES FROM IPHIGENEIA IN
AULIS. Cleveland: The Clerk's Press, 1916. First American Edition. Stiff
22.

printed gray wraps, 4-3/8" x 5-5/8". Poet's rare first book, printed in an
edition of only 40 copies, this #19. This title was published earlier in
the year in London, and while that edition is rather scarce, this edition
printed in America is much scarcer. Fine. (#020883)
SOLD

23.
DOTY, Mark. FAVRILE. New York: Dim Gray Bar Press, 1997. First
Edition. Slim chapbook letterpress printed on Kitakata paper and handsewn
into marbled wraps, each copy different. Copy #44 of only 65 SIGNED by the
poet. Fine. (#020892)
SOLD

[EMBLEM BOOK] OVID [BENSERADE (Isaac de)]. METAMORPHOSES
D'OVIDE en Rondeaux Imprimez et Enrichis de Figures par Ordre de
sa Majeste, Dediez a Monseigneur le Dauphin. Paris: Imprimerie
24.

Royale, 1676. First Edition. Two small quarto (6-1/4" x 8-1/4") volumes
bound in full mottled calf leather with marbled endpapers and giltlettered contrasting morocco spine labels: [x], 243, [1]; 220, [4] pages.
Text in French translation by Issac de Benserade who was commissioned by
Louis XIV to make this translation for the education of his son, Louis -Le Grand Dauphin of France. Illustrated with title vignettes and 226 halfpage engravings by Francois Chauveau and Sebastien Le Clerc; lacking the
frontispiece. Philip Hofer in BAROQUE BOOK ILLUSTRATION refers to the
illustrations as prefigurements of the "grace and elegance of the best
French rococo" (page 14). Bookplate of Mr. Edward F. Starbuck on the front
pastedown of each volume with ink presentation on the bookplates. Lacking
the frontispiece; owner names on front blanks; title page to first volume
with short stitched repair of a tear; contents clean with dark impressions
of the plates. Bindings solid with light wear and short splits along the
joints with covers firm. Near Fine. (#020472)
$1,500

25.
FLAGG, James Montgomery. ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR SELF-PORTRAIT.
Fine ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR Self-Portrait of Flagg wearing a trenchcoat and a
fancy women's Easter hat while holding a flower with the pencil caption by
Flagg in the right margin: "Ap. 9, 1939. I JOIN THE EASTER PARADE ON 5th."
Visual image size is 8-1/4" x 10-1/2" matted and framed to an overall size
of 14-1/2" x 16." A striking, self-deprecating portrait of the artist. Not
signed but in Flagg's inimitable style and from the archive of Willis
Birchman: author, illustrator, and friend of Flagg's with whom he had an
extensive correspondence. Birchman and Flagg worked together on the book
FACES & FACTS BY & ABOUT 26 CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS. Not examined out of
frame but appears to be Fine. (#020927)
$3,000
Flagg, the epitome of the bohemian artist, was a master of portrait
studies and incisive caricatures. He created many posters for the
government and is best known for his famous "I WANT YOU" Uncle Sam
recruiting poster, an American icon. He was elected to the Society of
Illustrators Hall of Fame in 1980.

26.
GIOIA, Dana. DAILY HOROSCOPE. Iowa City: The Windhover Press,
(1982). First Edition. Original gray wraps with title page illustrated
with a linoleum cut by Thomas Kovacs. Acknowledgement slip laid in. One of
225 copies on Windhover paper of the poet's first book (following a twopoem pamphlet published by the Bowery Press) preceding the trade
collection of the same title by four years. Fine. (#020893)
$150

27.
HELLMAN, Lillian. ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST. New York: Hart
Stenographic Bureau, [1947]. First Edition. Quarto (9" x 11-1/2") in rustcolored leatherette wraps bound with two brads, the title printed on the
front cover and publisher's information in the upper left. A mimeographed
typescript of the prequel to her 1939 drama THE LITTLE FOXES. Patricia
Neal, making her Broadway debut, won a Tony Award for her performance in
this play. Made into a film in 1948 with Fredric March. A few occasional
marks in the text. It's not clear to whom this belonged, but certainly
someone involved in the original production. Light soiling to the covers
with some edgewear. Near Fine and rather scarce. (#020895)
$750

[HESSE, Hermann] ACKERMANN, Helmut. A SUITE OF EIGHT
WOODCUTS TO ILLUSTRATE STEPPENWOLF BY HERMANN HESSE. New York: The
28.

Print Club [Limited Editions Club], 1979. First Edition. Folio (12-3/4" x
18") consisting of loose sheets in a printed folder, the whole enclosed in
a folding cloth portfolio with ribbon ties. Copy #58 of 200 suites of 8
ORIGINAL WOODCUTS, each printed directly from the block in two colors and
SIGNED and numbered by Ackermann in pencil. The woodcuts were originally
printed in one color, black, for the Limited Editions Club publication of
1977. Fine in a Fine folder. (#020863)
$350

29.
HOGG, James. THE PILGRIMS OF THE SUN; A Poem. London &
Edinburgh: John Murray and William Blackwood, 1815. First Edition. Octavo
(6" x 9-1/8") bound in later 3/4 burgundy morocco leather with gilt
lettering on the spine. Complete with half-title page. Dedicated, in
verse, to Lord Byron. Hogg was a Scottish poet and novelist. William
Wordsworth's 1835 "Extempore Effusion upon the Death of James Hogg,"
written in the year of Hogg's death, includes the lines:
The mighty Minstrel breathes no longer,
'Mid mouldering ruins low he lies;
And death upon the braes of Yarrow,
Has closed the Shepherd-poet's eyes.
This eulogy notwithstanding, Wordsworth's noted "He was undoubtedly a man
of original genius, but of coarse manners and low and offensive opinions."
Pencil name of Walter Campbell on the front endpaper, contents clean and
fresh; rubbing along spine edges and corners. Very Good. (#020901)
$200

30.
HOUSMAN, A. E. A SHROPSHIRE LAD and LAST POEMS. (Chipping
Camden, Gloucestershire/London): (The Alcuin Press, published by The
Richards Press Limited), (1929). First Edition. Publisher's pigskin
leather (6-1/4" x 9-3/4") with gilt-lettered spine, printed in red and
black on Batchelor hand-made paper. One of a small number with both books
bound together by the publisher. Nearly all copies, while published
simultaneously, were bound separately in cloth-backed boards as Housman
did not want both books published in one volume. The publisher, H. P. R.
Finberg, secretly had a handful bound as this copy, which is #3 of only
325 printed. What makes this an especially interesting example is its
provenance and that it is SIGNED by Housman on the blank before the title
page. This copy was owned by the author's brother, Laurence Housman, which
likely explains the author's willingness to sign it. Laurence Housman then
gave this copy to the actor and collector Vincent Price when Price was
acting in Housman's play VICTORIA REGINA in 1935. Price then passed the
book on to his son, who gave it to a friend. The book bears the ownership
signature and notation "mcmxxxi Oxon" on the front endpaper of Smithsonian
curator and book collector, Allison de la Rue who was studying at Oxford
at the time of publication. The sequence of ownership between de la Rue
and Laurence Housman is unclear. Included with the book is a photocopy of
a note by Vincent Price stating that he received the book from Laurence
Housman and presenting the book to his son. Also included are two programs
for the play VICTORIA REGINA, one starring Helen Hayes, Vincent Price, and
Abraham Sofaer, and the other replacing Price with Werner Bateman. The
latter program is SIGNED by Hayes and Sofaer. Finally, there is a
photocopy of an article by William White, "Book Collecting on a
Professor's Salary," from Volume 6, #3 of THE PRIVATE LIBRARY, July 1965,
that discusses the publishing history of this title and a handwritten note
by the last owner of the book dated 2000 describing how he acquired the
book from Price's son and his assessment of the book's travels. Contents
bright and fresh. Dark stain to the spine extending a bit to the front
cover; about a 1/4" chip to the head of the spine just slightly affecting
the lettering. Very Good and possibly unique. (#020896)
$7,500

JARRELL, Randall. A SAD HEART AT THE SUPERMARKET with a
Complete MANUSCRIPT of His Poem "The Sign." New York: Atheneum,
31.

1962. First Edition. This collection of essays and fables is INSCRIBED on
the front pastedown and SIGNED by the poet "For David Posner/from/Randall
Jarrell/with all best wishes." On the facing page, the front endpaper,
Jarrell has also written out the complete short poem, "The Sign," with one
word and a punctuation change from the published version in his 1969
COMPLETE POEMS. It was first published in 1966 as a broadside in about 100
copies for Friends of the Library of the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. In full: "Having eaten their mackerel,/drunk their milk,/They
lie like two strands of/embroidery silk/Asleep in the glider; The
child/repeats, 'It's such a pity!'/And paints on a piece of/beaverboard,
FREE KITTY." A few spots of foxing to the bulked fore-edge of the text.
Near Fine in a Very Good dustwrapper. (#020873)
$3,500

32.
JOYCE, James. DUBLINERS. [New York]: Limited Editions Club,
(1986). Quarto (8-1/2" x 11") bound in quarter dark green Oasis goat and
Irish handkerchief linen over boards. Illustrated with 6 photogravures by
Robert Ballagh printed on handmade paper. Introduction by Thomas Flanagan.
Copy #887 of 1000 numbered copies SIGNED by the photographer and by
Flanagan on the colophon page. Monthly Letter laid in. Mild sunning to the
spine. About Fine in a Fine slipcase. (#020929)
$500

33.
JOYCE, James. ULYSSES. New York: Limited Editions Club, 1935.
First Illustrated Edition. Full brown buckram with a gold embossed design
on the front cover and repeated on the spine. Large square octavo, 9" x
11-1/2", with 420 pages. Introduction by Stuart Gilbert and illustrations
by Henri Matisse including twenty reproductions of drawings and SIX
ORIGINAL ETCHINGS printed by hand, being the earliest and one of the few
instances by Matisse to represent physical agony and violence. The
lithographic reproductions of preliminary drawings printed on blue and
yellow paper provide an interesting glimpse into Matisse's artistic
process. Copy #924 of 1500 SIGNED in pencil by the artist. In addition
this is one of about only 250 copies SIGNED in ink by the author as well.
Uncommon Monthly Letter, which discusses this publication and addresses
the reason for the small number of copies signed by the author, laid in.
Minor browning to the gutters, contents clean. Spine gilt dull but quite
bright on the front cover, minor rubbing to extremities. Near Fine in a
complete but broken slipcase. (#020907)
$30,000

34.
KEES, Weldon. POEMS 1947 - 1954. San Francisco: Adrian Wilson,
1954. First Edition. Cloth-backed decorative boards with paper spine
label. An interesting Association Copy of this beautifully printed
collection, the last by Kees before his mysterious disappearance the
following year, INSCRIBED and SIGNED by Kees on the front endpaper to a
prominent San Francisco printer: "To Wallace Kibbee--/yours in the
blood/of Aldus + Caxton,/Weldon Kees/San Francisco/1954." Lacking the
wraparound band but otherwise close to Fine. (#020878)
$2,000

(KEES, Weldon) LAUGHLIN, James (editor). NEW DIRECTIONS IN
PROSE & POETRY 1941. Norfolk, CT: New Directions, 1941. First Edition.
35.

Red cloth with paper spine label. A thick volume with over 700 pages, the
red cloth is considered the second issue, but it's possible that this is a
contributor's copy as it belonged to the poet Weldon Kees and is SIGNED by
him on the front endpaper. Kees has four poems in the book which predates
his first book, THE LAST MAN (1943). Other contributors include John
Berryman, Ezra Pound, Delmore Schwartz, etc. Paper spine label wrinkled,
spine a bit sunned. Very Good, lacks the dustwrapper. (#020886)
$1,000

LONGFELLOW, Henry Wadsworth. THE COURTSHIP OF MILES
STANDISH, AND OTHER POEMS. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1859. Early
36.

Edition. Original brown cloth with brown endpapers. First published in
1858. This copy has a slip of paper pasted to the first blank that is
SIGNED by the poet: "Leaves from the garden,/with W. Longfellow's
comps./October 15, 1855." Top of spine frayed. Near Fine. (#020871) $250

LONGFELLOW, Henry Wadsworth. THE POETICAL WORKS OF HENRY
WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1881-1882.
37.

Illustrated Edition. Two large (9-1/2" x 12-1/4") quarto volumes in
publisher's 3/4 brown morocco with a gilt-decorated and lettered spine,
top edges gilt, marbled endpapers. BAL 12601. The first volume is SIGNED
by the poet on the first sectional title page, VOICES OF THE NIGHT, as
"Henry
W. Longfellow" and dated 24 June 1880, making this obviously an
early copy. Illustrated with numerous plates and text illustrations by W.
J. Linton, A. V. S. Anthony, and many others. Laid in are two admittance
tickets to Hemenway Gymnasium, Memorial Hall and College [Harvard] Yard at
Harvard University, on 25 June 1880, dated one day after the signature in
the book. With an envelope bearing the notation in manuscript: "Given to
Frank by the poet H. W. Longfellow June 1880" and embossed with Charles
Scribner's Sons on rear (possibly to author Frank Stockton). These tickets
were presumably for an address given by Longfellow at the University where
Longfellow was a professor from 1836 to 1854. In 1839, he wrote his first
book of poetry, VOICES OF THE NIGHT, while on campus. Contents clean and
fresh; rubbing to spine bands and edges as well as the corners where the
leather has worn away in spots. Very Good. (#020885)
SOLD

38.
LOWELL, Robert. LAND OF UNLIKENESS. (Cummington, MA):
Cummington Press, 1944. First Edition. Publisher's blue boards stamped in
orange, title page printed in red and black with woodcut in blue by Gustav
Wolf. Introduction by Allen Tate. Lowell's first book, limited to a total
of 250 copies printed. This is Copy #11 of only 26 on Dacian paper SIGNED
by the author on the limitation page. Slight fading to boards, moreso to
the spine which has a couple of small tears, one neatly repaired. Very
Good and scarce. (#020872)
$5,000
Allen Tate, in his introduction to this book, tempers his praise with a
fair assessment of Lowell's current stature and potential, heralding a
lasting presence in American poetry: "The history of poetry shows that
good verse does not inevitably make its way; but unless, after the war,
the small public for poetry shall exclude all except the democratic poets
who enthusiastically greet the advent of the slave-society, Robert Lowell
will have to be reckoned with." Two years later, Lowell would win the
Pulitzer Prize for LORD WEARY'S CASTLE, at the age of 30.

MICKLEY, Joseph J. BRIEF ACCOUNT OF MURDERS BY THE INDIANS,
AND THE CAUSE THEREOF, IN NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, PENN'A., OCTOBER
8TH, 1763. Philadelphia: T. W. Stuckey, 1875. First Edition. Blue cloth
39.

with printed paper label on the cover (5-1/4" x 8") and the original wraps
bound in, 37 pages. Folding map detailing Whitehall and Allen townships;
the rear wrap with a depiction of a Native American man. An account of the
murders by members of the Lenni Lenape tribe prepared by the descendants
in 1863 on the 100th anniversary of the event. The murders in question
were of two of the children of John Jacob Mickley, the author's greatgrandfather, along with another family. Joseph Mickley was a famous
numismatist. Not in Howes or Ayers. Contents fresh with a couple of short
marginal tears; cloth lightly worn at the spine tips with a small stain on
the front. Near Fine. (#020900)
$300

40.
MOORE, Marianne. A MARIANNE MOORE READER. New York: The Viking
Press, 1961. First Edition. INSCRIBED and SIGNED by Moore on the front
endpaper: "For my discoverer Florence Perry,/whose approval I treasure,/I
wish I were enrolling at/Fountain Valley school or at least/Seeing it,-(the Fountain being one/of my favorite symbols, with or without/'La,' or
an 'e' at the end.)/from/and might I say from me too?/Marianne
Moore/December 8, 1961/[I am famous for strange sequences/and I think I
have created one here.]." In addition Moore has added the date "November
16 1961" to the copyright page and has made a correction in the text on
page 199. An inscription much more interesting than usually found by
Moore. Light soiling to the cloth. Very Good in a Good dustwrapper with a
chip at the head of the sunned spine. (#020880)
SOLD

NORKIN, Sam. ORIGINAL CARTOON ART: Puccini, Bach,
Donizetti. Mob Hits. RCA, BMG Records. n.p., n.d. Original pen and
41.

ink on paper, 12-1/2" x 13", SIGNED by the artist and titled at the bottom
and on the verso in pencil. An image of the 3 composers as mobsters.
Norkin's theater caricatures, similar in style to that of Hirschfeld,
primarily appeared weekly in the NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, for which he was a
cultural editor, for 26 years and the NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE for 15
years, but also many other publications and books. He was also an art
critic for the Carnegie Hall house program, where this particular drawing
may have appeared. In all he published more than 4000 drawings until his
death at the age of 94 in 2011. Fine. (#020908)
$250

(PINSKY, Robert) editor; COLLINS, Billy; DOVE, Rita; GLUCK,
Louise; MERWIN, W. S.; OLDS, Sharon; STRAND, Mark; et. al.
ESSENTIAL PLEASURES. A New Anthology of Poems to Be Read Aloud.
42.

New York: W. W. Norton & Company, (2009). First Edition. Edited with an
introduction by Robert Pinsky. Contributions by many poets, both past and
contemporary. This copy SIGNED by 12 poets on the title page including 6
former U. S. Poet Laureates: Frank Bidart, Billy Collins, Rita Dove,
Louise Gluck, W.S. Merwin, Paul Muldoon, Sharon Olds, Robert Pinsky,
Philip Schultz, Mark Strand, James Tate, and C. K. Williams. Laid in is a
color photograph from the book release party at McNally Jackson in New
York City on 30 March 2009 featuring Sharon Olds, Philip Schultz, Robert
Pinsky, Mark Strand, and C. K. Williams. Fine in a Fine dustwrapper.
(#020876)
SOLD

43.
PORGES, Paul Peter. ORIGINAL CARTOON ART. n.p., n.d. Ink and
wash on paper, 10-3/4" x 8-1/2", SIGNED and captioned by the artist: "CITY
BANK--!! I'D LIKE TO STOP PAYMENT ON A CHECK...!" Artist's London address
on the verso crossed out with his New York address stamped in ink. At the
age of 13, Porges fled the Nazis in Europe. He was a regular contributor
to MAD Magazine for four decades and was also a contributor to THE NEW
YORKER and THE SATURDAY EVENING POST. About Fine. (#020926)
SOLD

POSEN, Al. ORIGINAL CARTOON ART: Hi, Cornellians! I'm Just
a Boy at Heart! n.p., n.d. Pencil on stiff paper, 14-1/2" x 9-1/2",
44.

INSCRIBED and SIGNED by the artist: "Best Wishes to the Boys and Girls of
Cornell form Sweeney + Son and Al Posen." Posen is best known for his
1933-1960 comic strip SWEENEY & SON and as co-producer of the now-lost
first Marx Brothers film, HUMOR RISK (1921). This cartoon incorporates his
best-known character. Some wear along edges. Near Fine. (#020910)
$200

45.
RAWLINGS, Marjorie Kinnan. WHEN THE WHIPPOORWILL--. NY:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940. First Edition. Collection of stories about
Florida and its people by the author of THE YEARLING. Owner name on front
endpaper. Very Good in a Very Good dustwrapper with light chipping at
spine tips and a few small internal tape reinforcements. (#020930)
SOLD

46.
ROBINSON, E. A. CAVENDER'S HOUSE. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1929. First Edition. Copy #99 of 500 SIGNED by the poet on the
limitation page. In addition Robinson has written four lines from the
poem's beginning on the half-title page and SIGNED the book again: "He
stood by the same door that he had closed/Twelve years ago, and waited;
and again/He closed the door, slowly and silently,/And was himself a part
of darkness there/E. A. Robinson." Bookplate on front pastedown of lawyer
and stockbroker Charles C. Auchincloss. Some sunning to covers. Near Fine,
lacking the slipcase. (#020881)
$250

47.
ROOSEVELT, Eleanor. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED (ALS).
Washington DC, December 29. A two-page handwritten letter on one sheet of
White House stationery embossed with gilt Presidential Seal SIGNED by the
First Lady to Eddie [Roddan of the Democratic National Committee]. In
full: "I am enjoying my bag but even more did I appreciate your sweet note
& thought of me. You are all very good to me & I am so fond of you all
that I hate to have you ill or unhappy & I hope that for you the New Year
will bring health & happiness in full measure-- All good wishes. Affly
yours, Eleanor Roosevelt. Dec. 29th." Fine. (#020829)
$500

48.
ROOSEVELT, Franklin Delano. TYPED LETTER SIGNED (TLS). On
personal stationery to Mary O'Connor Eben of the Democratic National
Committee. In full: "Dear Mary O'Connor: As I have told you, I know you
are a constant help in time of stress. How you are able to do all that you
do in twenty-four hours is one of the wonders of the age. It was nice to
get that glimpse of both of you yesterday. Always sincerely," and SIGNED
"Franklin D. Roosevelt." Eben would go on to become White House Librarian
when Roosevelt became president. Some creasing and wrinkling. Very Good
with a Fine signature. (#020877)
SOLD

RUSSELL, C[larence]. D. ORIGINAL CARTOON ART: C. D. Russell
and "Pete the Tramp." n.p., n.d. Pencil on stiff board, 8-3/4" x 1249.

1/2", SIGNED by Russell and titled. A Self-Portrait incorporating his most
famous creation, Pete the Tramp, who looks up at his creator and states,
"AW! NO -- RUSS YOU COULDN'T LOOK THAT BAD!" Russell was an American
cartoonist who had one of the most successful syndicated comic strips,
lasting from 1932 until Russell's death in 1963. Wikipedia: "While
contributing artwork to the weekly JUDGE Russell often sat in Bryant Park
on 42nd Street and watched tramps as they fed pigeons and approached
people to ask for a nickel for a cup of coffee. Soon Russell's work for
JUDGE included cartoons of homeless men, as he recalled, 'I started
drawing tramps for JUDGE, the old humorous magazine, and pretty soon Pete
began to evolve. He was my escape valve. Pete did the things I always
wanted to do. It would make a nice story if I told you I used to be a
tramp myself, but I wasn't. Even if some people say I was.'" Light wear
along the edges. Near Fine. (#020909)
$500

50.
(SCHWARTZ, Delmore) RIMBAUD, Arthur. A SEASON IN HELL.
Norfolk, CT: New Directions, (1939). First Edition. Delmore Schwartz's
translation is the first published in America of Rimbaud's great prose
poem UNE SAISON EN ENFER. This is an Association Copy INSCRIBED and SIGNED
by Schwartz on the front endpaper: "To George Marion/Delmore,/January
1940, in this our season." George Marion O'Donnell, a poet and editor
associated with the Agrarian School and the Southern New Critics who died
at 47., has SIGNED the book on the front pastedown beneath the dustwrapper
flap. Near Fine in soiled, Good dustwrapper with wear and tears along the
spine but quite presentable under mylar. (#020866)
$1,000

51.
SEAVER, Tom. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED (ALS). [Los Angeles],
[1992]. Scarce one-page handwritten letter on Biltmore Hotel stationery by
the late Hall of Fame pitcher best known for his career with the New York
Mets where he was the ace on the 1969 World Series winning team. Addressed
to journalist Richard Tobin. In full: "Thanks for your note. I'm sorry we
missed base at Riverfront Stadium. I got your note from one of our players
just before the game started and was unable to make contact with you. I've
sent the picture off to the young lad and he should have it ina day or
two-- Hope all is well-- Very Best, Tom Seaver." With envelope addressed
in Seaver's hand. Creases from folding. Near Fine. (#020831)
$350

52.
SMITH, Patti. AUGURIES OF INNOCENCE. (New York): Ecco, (2005).
First Edition. A collection of poems by Smith who has SIGNED the front
endpaper. Fine in a Fine dustwrapper. (#020912)
$150

53.
SMITH, Patti. STRANGE MESSENGER. THE WORK OF PATTI SMITH.
Pittsburgh: Andy Warhol Museum, (2002). First Edition. Pictorial wraps.
Text and color reproductions of paintings and drawings by Smith who has
SIGNED the front endpaper. Fine. (#020911)
$125

54.
STEVENS, Wallace. NOTES TOWARD A SUPREME FICTION.
Cummington, MA: The Cummington Press, (1943). Second Edition. Yellow
cloth-backed gray boards in the scarce tissue dustwrapper. Edelstein A
6.b. One of 330 copies set by hand in Centaur types. This copy SIGNED
twice by Stevens, once on the half-title page and again on the title page,
quite unusual as such. Tape stain at top of rear board; some soiling to
base of spine. Near Fine in a Very Good tissue dustwrapper with a 1-1/2
inch chip at the base of the spine. (#020870)
$4,000

55.
[STEVENS, Wallace]. A BIRTHDAY BOOK OF MODERN VERSE.
Chicago: Laird & Lee, Inc., (1925). First Edition. Small (4-1/4" x 6-1/4")
limp red-brown suede leather with gilt lettering on the front cover,
housed in the original cardboard box. Contains four dates per page with
blank lines to be filled in by those with birthdays on those dates as well
as two quotations from contemporary poets. There are four quotations from
Stevens, whose first book was published a scant two years before this
volume was published. There is one quote from "Sunday Morning" and three
from "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle." There are also quotes from Ezra Pound, W.
B. Yeats, William Carlos Williams, Wilfred Owen, Harriet Monroe,
Rabindranath Tagore, Carl Sandburg (ten), and others. An odd and
interesting Stevens item. Some blanks filled in, but mostly empty. Fine,
bright copy with the scarce original box. (#020904)
SOLD

56.
SUMNER, Charles. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED (ALS). [Washington],
March 30. One-page AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED on a 10" x 8" sheet of paper
folded in half to Charles P. Eaton of Boston replying to his request to
secure a copy of a speech by Maine senator Peleg Sprague. Dated "Senate
Chamber/March 30th." "It is wholly uncertain whether I make any speech on
the English treaty. If I do, and it is published, I shall be happy to send
you a copy." Creases from folding. Near Fine. (#020897)
SOLD
Senator Charles Sumner, perhaps the most influential man in public life
after Lincoln at the end of the Civil War, was a notable advocate for
emancipation of the slaves and later for civil rights. He was severely
beaten on the floor of the U. S. Senate by Representative Preston Brooks
of South Carolina in retribution for Sumner's attack on Brooks's uncle,
South Carolina Senator Andrew Butler, and the Kansas-Nebraska Act in his
"Crime against Kansas" [May 19 and 20, 1856] speech. The beating nearly
killed Sumner, and it took him several years to recover. The beating also
contributed significantly to the country's polarization over the issue of
slavery and has been considered symbolic of the "breakdown of reasoned
discourse" and the use of violence that eventually led to the Civil War.

[WHITMAN, Walt] SAUNDERS, Henry S[choley] (compiler).
WHITMAN PORTRAITS. Toronto: Henry S. Saunders, 1946. First Edition.
57.

Brown cloth-backed boards (6-1/4" x 9") with paper spine label handbound
by Saunders. A bound typescript with title page in manuscript and numerous
manuscript additions with over 350 images of Whitman, many of them
original photographs, pasted in opposite the text. Extensive examination
of Whitman portraits that Saunders compiled and revised throughout the
years, arranged chronologically and including original photographs,
paintings, and drawings; busts, plaques, and medals; "Fancy pictures"; and
caricatures. Includes an index of artists and titles. According to the
SIGNED page of Notes, "The first copy of this book was made in 1922, later
copies are dated when made. This is the 17th copy made." Also includes
some handwritten notes by an owner who asked Saunders about the history of
his production which she details towards the end of the book. A few extra
images laid in. Bookplate of Harriet Chapman Sprague on the front
pastedown. Near Fine and quite unusual and scarce. (#020899)
SOLD

58.
WILLIAMS, William Carlos. PATERSON. (New York): The New
Classics (New Directions), (1951). First Collected Edition. The first four
books of Williams's masterpiece (The fifth and final book was not
published until 1958), SIGNED by the poet in his post-stroke hand on the
front free endpaper. Wallace A49c: 2000 copies. Dustwrapper designed by
Alvin Lustig. CONNOLLY 100, the one hundredth key book in Connolly's
listing: "The long poem has many moods and includes quotations from
letters by Pound and Ginsberg, large Seurat-like canvases of the Park on
Sunday, intimate Bonnard-like interiors, uproarious comedy ... his poem is
written with a deep aversion to all forms of pretentiousness, rhetoric or
prepared effects; it runs eddying along, broken by old letters, bits of
local history and limpid love lyrics." Uncommon when signed. Near Fine in
a Very Good dustwrapper with light wear and soiling. (#020869)
SOLD

59.
WILSON, Gahan. ORIGINAL CARTOON ART. n.p., n.d. Pen, ink, and
wash on paper, 12" x 9", SIGNED by Wilson depicting golfers on a driving
range with a man shooting a machine gun between them, without caption. The
otherwise blank verso has a sticker stating "NEW YORKER Drawing A7892."
Remnant on verso from previous matting. About Fine. (#020888)
$1,500

WILSON, Gahan. ORIGINAL CARTOON ART: Congratulations, Sir - Your Child has Blossomed. n.p., n.d. Pen and ink on paper, 9" x 12",
60.

SIGNED by Wilson depicting a father plant in a maternity ward. Published
in GAHAN WILSON'S EVEN WEIRDER, NY: Macmillan, 1996, page 222. A yellow
post-it on the blank verso gives printing instructions. Faint dampstain at
very lower left blank margin. About Fine. (#020887)
$1,000

